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GIVING AND TAKING

HaRav Yaakov Hillel Shlita
refuses to eat what his or her mother wants
them to. Eventually, though, the child gives in
and opens their mouth for the food. The child
might think that it has done a wonderful service
for the mother, as she is now finally relieved.
However, in actuality the child is one who is
receiving nourishment that they need. The
same is true in our relationship with Hashem. I
have often pondered what it means to be called
an “eved Hashem, a servant of Hashem”. Does
Hashem require our services? Rather, as the
Mesilas Yesharim famously posits, Hashem, as a
Giver, created us as a gift of kindness. Life is an
opportunity for us to emulate and attain closeness
to Hashem by performing mitzvos and studying
the Torah. This point is best illustrated through
of hachnasas orchim. Unless things are extremely
hectic, the host is very glad to have the guest and
wants to service him or her. The guest might feel
that they are being a burden by asking for things,
but in reality the host feels a great sense of pride
and accomplishment when they can help out
their guest. To avoid asking for what one needs
would perhaps irritate the host as the host may
then feel inadequate to fulfil the guest’s needs. So
sometimes
we should be takers, which in a sense
Rav Leib Chasman in Ohr Yahel gives a
may be giving to the host. The flip side is also true,
parable to answer this question. An infant often
at times. When we give to others,
we are really taking a sense
of accomplishment from the
situation. This is the meaning of
Like her brother Moshe, Miriam also had many
the pasuk. By giving a donation
other names one of which is in a Possuk in this
‘to Hashem’ and our fellow Jews,
week’s Sedrah, another is mentioned in a Rashi
by
we really take the experience of
in last week’s Sedrah (Mishpatim) what are they? Boruch
that mitzvah, the reward of the
Any comments can be directed to bkahan47@yahoo.co.uk.
Kahan mitzvah and the opportunity of
Answer on back page.
being part of something greater.

“And take for me Truma” The
parsha opens by Hashem
asking the Jewish People
to donate materials for the
building of the Mishkan. It
occurred to me that unlike
modern day projects which
are often funded by grants
or a single donor or perhaps
the government, the Mishkan
was actually donated (mostly)
by the Jewish People. The
corollary might or should be
that a building donated entirely
by fellow Jews evokes a more
visceral meaning for visitors
than a sanctuary built by an
outside source. The language
of the pasuk is famously
questioned as it seemingly
would make more sense to say
“give me a Truma”.
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INTERCONNECTED PIECES
This week’s parsha discusses the construction
of the Mishkan and all of its vessels in great detail.
Hashem tells Moshe to create two poles made out
of acacia wood and covered in gold with which to
carry the Aron.
These poles are quite similar to those made for
carrying the Mizbeach and the Shulchan, but the
instructions are different. Only when describing
the Aron’s poles does Hashem command Moshe
to ensure that the poles are never separated from
the Aron ()ֹלא י ָֻסרּו ִמ ֶּמּנּו.
What is so special about these poles that
they can never be removed? If their use is purely
for carrying the Aron around, wouldn’t it be
more practical to remove them when the Jewish
people were camped? This question is made
even stronger by the Midrash which notes that
there wasn’t actually enough room in the Kodesh
Kodashim (Holy of Holies) for the poles. Yet, a
miracle occured and not only did the Aron and
the poles fit into the Kodesh Kodashim, but there
was room for the Kohen Gadol to enter for the Yom
Kippur service.
The poles are actually symbolic of those
people who support Torah and Torah learning in
their communities. Just as the actual poles were
inseparable from the Aron and equally deserving
to rest in the Kodesh Kodashim, the supporters
of Torah are also spiritually connected to the
institutions and people that they support. The
Midrash therefore teaches us that when Hashem
performs miracles to help sustain Torah, those
miracles are performed primarily for the “poles”
who support Torah.
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THE MISHKAN IS THE UNIFYING FORCE
THAT HOLDS EVERYTHING TOGETHER

Rabbi Yissochor Frand
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Magid Shiur, Yeshivas Ner Yisroel, Baltimore

In the beginning of Sefer Bamidbar,
the Torah mentions that the system of
identifying the various tribes during
their travels in the wilderness by having
each associated with distinctly coloured
flags (Degalim) began during their
second year of travels following the
Exodus. Rav Yaakov Kamenetsky zt’’l
in his sefer Emes L’Yaakov asks why it
took them a whole year to come up with
this system?
Rav Yaakov explains that the disparate flags really were a symbol of the differences
that existed within the Jewish people. The different colours and images represented
on the flags connoted the different personalities and different approaches that were
present in each of the shevatim. The flag that each tribe had was thus really a reason for
divisiveness and separation between them. The lion on the flag of Yehudah, the donkey
on the flag of Yissachar, and the snake on the flag of the tribe of Dan all represented the
different philosophies and approaches represented by each of those tribes.
At first glance it appears like the flags were bad news rather than good news. However,
in the end, the reason it was tolerable was because there was a mishkan in the middle.
The mishkan served as a unifying force for all the disparate elements amongst the Jewish
people. Despite the fact that there are different ways of looking at life, ultimately, we are
all in it for the same reason – to serve the Al-mighty. The mishkan is the central focus for
all of us, regardless of where we are coming from. As Rav Yaakov says, just as there is no
dissension between one’s eyes and one’s ears (even though the purpose of the eyes is to
see and the purpose of the ears are to hear and these are disparate purposes), they are
both present only to serve the man who has these organs.
The mishkan was the entity that bound all the disparate elements within Jewish
society together. This is why, until the mishkan was established during the second year
of their travels, the flags could not be rolled out. The Al-mighty did not want flags –
representing divisiveness in Klal Yisrael – to be present before the antidote to this
divisiveness – the centralized mishkan – was fully functioning. Once the mishkan, with
its unifying capacity was present, they could have the liberty of demonstrating their
different approaches to life, as symbolized by the disparate flags.
Today, the beis haknesses is our “mishkan”. The role of a shul in Jewish life is also to
be this uniting force for twelve tribes in klal yisrael, who had twelve different philosophies
and twelve ways of doing things. Nevertheless, the Mikdash / mishkan / Beis HaKenesses
are institutions which can and should bind us together.
The Magen Avraham cites in the name of the Ari, z”l, that there are different
nusschaos within the Jewish people. There is Nussach Ashkenaz, there is Nussach Sefard,
there is Nussach Ari, there is Nussach Eidot HaMizrach, all with many subcategories and
divergent minhagim within them. The various forms of prayer liturgy correspond with
differing approaches of the twelve tribes that existed in klal yisrael.
There were twelve tribes. There were twelve ways of doing things. This is why the Ari,
z”l, says that one should NOT change his nussach, passed down to him from his father
and his family before him.
The fact that there are twelve tribes, representing different ways of doing things and
corresponding to different nusschaos of prayer, is the reason why it is customary for a
synagogue to have twelve windows, symbolising that each tribe has its own pathway to
the Master of the Universe. The Jewish people are not monolithic. They never have been
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and they never will be. We are diverse, but we should all be unified around the central
idea of the mishkan.
With this idea, we can perhaps gain some further insight into the role of the “techashim”
in the mishkan. The Torah says that included in the materials used in the construction
of the mishkan were “ram skins that are dyed red, techashim skins, and shittim wood”
[Shmos 25:5]. Rashi explains “techashim skins” by telling us “This is a type of animal
which existed only at that time. It had many colours...” The mishkan consisted of boards
plus the hides that covered them. The hides were these multi-coloured animal skins -–
the red-dyed rams’ hides and the multi-coloured techashim skins.
There is a dispute in the Gemara [Shabbos 28]. Rav Nechemia holds that the two
hides were two separate pieces. According to his opinion, the mishkan was first covered
with rams’ hides and then on top of that they laid the techashim hides. Rav Yehudah
disagrees and holds that the covering was a single piece of material consisting of rams’
hides and techashim hides sewn together. The problem with Rabbi Yehudah’s opinion
is that it seems to be contradicted by an explicit pasuk later on in the parsha: “And you
shall make a covering for the tent of reddened rams’ skins and the hides of techashim
above [Shmos 26:14]. This seems to support Rav Nechemia’s position that they were two
separate pieces with the rams on the bottom and the techashim on top.
Rav Meir Simcha of Dvinsk zt’’l, in his Meshech Chochmah, cites an interpretation
from his father that defends the position of Rav Yehudah against the plain implication
of this pasuk. Rav Meir Simcha says that it is true that the two pieces of hide were sewn
together, but they made sure that the location of the hides of the techashim was above
the place of the Holy of Holies. “The hides of the techashim were above” means they were
above the Holy of Holies, not necessarily above the hides of the rams.
The Sefer Imrei Baruch observes the symbolism inherent in this interpretation: The
hides of the techashim, which were multi-coloured, occupied the holiest place in the
mishkan. The multi-coloured hides are symbolic of the multi-coloured Jewish nation.
Just as the different coloured flags of the tribes represented their multi-dimensional
approaches and philosophies, so too the multi-coloured hides represent the multidimensional nature of the Jewish people. This polychromatic nature of the mishkan
covering, representing what klal yisrael is all about, is positioned in the highest and
most holy place of the mishkan.
Diversity, different approaches, and the fact that there are different ways of looking
at things within a Torah outlook is appreciated. This idea plays a prominent role within
the Jewish nation and within the Jewish religion. Unfortunately, in our days and times
this approach sometimes seems to be lost. Today, there seems to be a lack of tolerance
for diversity within and between Torah observant communities. The prevailing attitude
is “it is either my way or the highway.” The popular consensus is that “we are right and
everyone else is wrong.” This is not the way things should be. When Yaakov looked
at his sons, he saw twelve different personalities with twelve different approaches. It is
something he encouraged.
There is an antidote to this phenomenon, a way of protecting ourselves from
divisiveness. The antidote is the “mishkan in their midst”. At the end of the day, we are
all in it for one thing. The approaches may be different but the goal (tachlis) is the same.
The Gemara teaches in Taanis [31a], that in the future the Al-mighty will form a circle
of righteous men. The Divine Presence will be in the middle of the circle and everyone
will point to the middle of the circle and say “This is Hashem who we longed for.”
There is a geometric property of a circle that is most relevant here – namely that every
point on the circle is equidistant from its centre. No place is closer and no place is further
away. The Gemara speaks of a future time – a time after we go through our current exile
and we go through all the disputes and divisions that exist today when everyone argues:
“this is the right way; I am closer and you are further from the Almighty”. In that future
time, G-d will make a circle and sit in the middle and all the righteous on the circle – from
all the different “camps” – will point to the center and proclaim “This is Hashem; this
is the G-d we have been worshiping all along!” They will then turn around and see that
everyone is equidistant. No one is more right and no one is more wrong. This is the Klal
Yisrael of the future that the Ribono shel Olam envisions.
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COPYRIGHT AND
INTANGIBLES IN HALACHA
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Rabbi Doniel Grunewald
Federation

Just last week we read Parshas Mishpotim
and we were reminded of our duty as Jews
to raise our ethical standards. One area
of challenge in our technological age is
presented by the concept of copyright.
Often, people ask whether they are
permitted to duplicated music on a CD or a
downloaded programme against the wishes
of its producer.
Clearly, if the duplication is for commercial purposes, one may be undermining
a Parnasa endeavour that rightfully belongs to someone else, which is forbidden1.
Secondly, one may be contravening the law of the land, which one must obviously
respect2. However, the focus of this article is to highlight the Halachic issues intrinsic to
‘stealing’ something intangible from another person. In that context, it seems to me that
there are three major concepts that are often not properly understood.

(1) TAKING AN INTANGIBLE THROUGH UNAUTHORISED USE OF A TANGIBLE
OBJECT
Suppose Reuven has a news website in which he displays photographs of current
events and that he clearly forbids downloading of these photographs. If Shimon
downloads these photos, he may rationalise that he is merely duplicating data.
However, this could well be an error. A website can only exist if it is maintained by a
computer acting as its server. In essence, one who purchases a website from a provider
is renting space, or at least an aspect of usage, from the host device3. Someone who then
uses it in a manner that has been prohibited by those who own the rights with respect
to that usage, is simply making unauthorised use of that computer. This is therefore
virtually (!) tantamount to unauthorised residence in another person’s house4!

(2) RETENSION OF PARTICULAR RIGHTS OF USAGE ON A SOLD PRODUCT
A second case is where one sells a product such as a CD with music or other data, with
a proviso that one is retaining the copyright and that ‘all rights are reserved’. Obviously
these are standard conditions in our society and it would seem that the very meaning of
the words is that one is retaining rights in the item with respect to its duplication.
If this is correct, this may be compared to a case in Choshen Mishpat 212:3 where the
owner of a plot of land sells the land but retains the right to live in it, or where the owner
of a tree sells the tree but retains the rights to eat its fruit. If so – as R’ Moshe Feinstein
states5 in one succinct sentence with respect to an old-fashioned cassette – utilising it for
the proscribed usage is simply gezel, theft.
1

See Beis Yosef, ChM 156; Shulchan Aruch, ChM 156:5; and Pischei Teshuva there. See also
Teshuvos Chasam Sofer ChM 118; Teshuvos Remo #10; and Igros Moshe ChM 1:38.
Halachically, this is embodied in the principle of Dina D’Malchusa Dina, which has its own
parameters and complexities. See, for example, Remo, ChM 369:8; Shach ChM 73:36; and Chazon
Ish, Likkutim on Choshen Mishpat 16:5.
3 See ChM 212:1 that it is possible to own particular “rights of usage” in land or in a tree. It stands
to reason that the same applies to any material asset.
4 Technically, unauthorised residence in someone else’s property is classified as ‘nehene’
(benefiting) rather than outright Gezel; see Bovo Kamma 20b. Presumably this is because he is not
actually removing the property from the other person’s possession. However, it would appear that
this is also included in the prohibition of Lo Tigzol (“Do not steal”) – see Sefer HaChinuch Mitzva
522; see also the discussion about a stolen Sukka in Sukka 31a and Rashi there.
5 Igros Moshe OC 4:40, #19. R’ Zalman Nechemia Goldberg, in a full-length analysis printed in
Techumin Volume 6, supports this conclusion. Likewise, the modern-day Shabsi Frankel edition
of the Rambam carries letters of approbation from R’ Moshe Feinstein, R’ Shmuel Wosner and the
Bedatz of Yerushalayim declaring it gezel to photocopy even a small part of the Sefer.
2

(3) INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN HALACHA
In the above two scenarios, the essential point is that the intangible commodity is
taken by illicit use of a tangible item in which it resides. Obviously, however, there are
other cases where the intangible asset is entirely disembodied from a physical item ever
owned by its producer. This is the case where, for example, Levi purchases a music
download and then transfers it from his own computer onto storage media belonging to
his friend Yehuda. Does the producer of the piece then have the right to object to this as
an illicit use of his ‘intellectual property’? This question – whether Halacha recognises
intellectual rights in their own right (no pun intended!) – has no unequivocal answer and
there is little or nothing to be found about it in terms of Talmudic precedent.
In various teshuvos (responsa) of the Acharonim, however, we do find some guidance
on this matter. Ever since the printing press was invented, publishers and authors
sought to protect their financial interests by appealing to Rabbinic leaders to confirm
their Halachic right to assert their copyright. This led to various written statements,
bans against those who disregarded the copyright of others, and teshuvos dealing with
disputed or unclear aspects of the matter.
Does this mean that all the Rabbinic Authorities who supported various authors’
claims to copyright validate the notion of intellectual property as a halachic reality? No,
since they may have simply been supporting the rights of an author not to have his
livelihood undermined6. Or, as the Chasam Sofer (Teshuvos Chasam Sofer, Choshen
Mishpat 79) asserts, they may have been doing so for the sake of protecting the future
of Torah publishing and not to support the individual interests of authors or publishers
at all!
Nevertheless, certain sources did emerge, particularly the Shoel UMeishiv (1:44) by
R’ Yosef Shaul Natanson, which clearly support the notion of intellectual property rights.
The Shoel UMeishiv’s teshuva was written following a dispute surrounding an attempt
by a second publisher to republish the famous Pischei Teshuva shortly after its first
publishing, around 200 years ago. In a short teshuva, the Shoel UMeishiv firmly asserts
that an author7 has absolute and indefinite rights over his authored work. It is clear from
his teshuva that he considers this so intuitive and straightforward that it requires no
specific precedent or proof! The Beis Yitzchok, however, another Rabbinical leader of
the time, specifically took issue with this position (see Teshuvos Beis Yitzchok YD 2:75
and ChM 80).
We therefore conclude that there is some Halachic support for the concept of
intellectual property as a real halachic right. Hence, ephemeral and intangible as it may
be, it may not be simply laid aside8. Having said that there may be room – in specific
cases of need where it is clear that the owner of the intellectual property right would
suffer no loss at all – even indirectly – from the infringement – there may be some room
to be lenient9.
6

See Teshuvos Remo #10 for a clear example of this. Around 1550, the famous Maharam of Padawa
published an edition of the Rambam in conjunction with a non-Jewish Italian publisher. Another
publisher, by the name of Guistiniani, incensed that his rival had worked with the Maharam,
decided to publish another edition of the Rambam, specifically undercutting the first to jeopardise
the Maharam’s sales. The Remo responded by writing a lengthy Teshuva in which he firmly
asserts that the Giustiniani had no right to compete in this way, and that it was forbidden for any
Jew to support this by buying his product.
7 Notably, it may be that the Shoel UMeishiv meant to give this absolute right to the author
specifically, who could literally claim title to the Intellectual rights of the book, but not to the
publisher.
8 See also Minchas Yitzchok 9:153 who gives this body of opinion considerable weight. In particular,
he argues that the Chofetz Chaim was a strong proponent of this view.
9 This would be based on the Halachic concept of Zeh Nehene v’zeh lo choser. Generally speaking,
this concept exempts one from payment after the fact, but does not permit the initial taking of the
benefit. Some suggest, however, that in cases which involve infringement on Intellectual Property
Rights alone, so that the producer’s rights are already somewhat questionable, one could rely on
an opinion – generally not considered normative – that permits utilisation for benefit of this sort
even l’chatchila. As in all questions which require some judgment, such an issue is be best left to
one’s personal Rav for a decision.
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What was kept inside the aron?
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PEOPLE OF THE BOOK

Osher Chaim Levene
Orah

Chur - Freedom Now
		

Chur
Kalev
Miriam

Originally, they were one and the same. Indivisible from the soul, the body
– in its pristine state – only existed to radiate the light of the soul, marshalling
the physical world to accurately reflect the spiritual realm.5

(according to another opinion Chur was
Miriam’s husband)

CHILDREN
Uri
ANCESTRY
Tribe of Yehudah
PLACE OF DEATH Foot of Mount Sinai
ÂÂ Supported Moshe’s left hand in the battle against Amalek
ÂÂ Leadership of the Jewish people, together with Aharon,
in Moshe’s absence

ÂÂ Staunchly opposed the notion of constructing an idol
ÂÂ Assassinated by the eirev rav
Chur courageously took a stand against the eirev rav when they proposed
to adopt a substitute god in lieu of Moshe. Refusing their request, he was
murdered in cold-blood at the foot of Mount Sinai.
His death tragically paved the way to the catastrophic sin of the Golden
Calf. Upon Moshe’s descent from Sinai, he smashed the Two Tablets upon
which were engraved the Ten Commandments of the Torah and entreated G-d
not to destroy the Jewish people.1
Verification of Israel’s acquittal for Chur’s killing and the Golden Calf
came in the command to build the Sanctuary to serve as atonement. Its
young architect Betzalel had his lineage traced back to his grandfather Chur2
– whose mention in this context highlights the Jewish nation finally being
absolved for his death.3
Death, as introduced by the primeval sin,4 marked mankind’s fall. From a
supernal creation on the verge of sublime spiritual heights, he plummeted into
a world of darkness punctuated by distance from G-d. And human mortality,
having been so dramatically revoked at the foot of Sinai upon acceptance of
Torah, returned with vengeance upon the sin of the Golden Calf.
The killing of Chur – as the last barrier before their idol worship – confirmed
the reintroduction to a world order no longer “free” of sin and of death. This
state, characterised by the dysfunctional breakdown in the relationship of
“body” and “soul”, finds expression in the fate of the “engraved” writing of
the Tablets.
The “letters” of Torah carved into the “tablets” correspond to the imprint
of “soul” within the “body”.
1
2
3

Sanhedrin 7a and Shemos Rabbah 41:7
Shemos 31:2; Shemos 35:30
The reward for Chur having sacrificed his life to G-d was his descendants increasing their good
name in the world (Shemos Rabbah 48:4). See our essay Betzalel: The Master Architect
4 Adam’s original sin brought death in its wake – “for on the day you eat from it [Tree of Knowledge]
you will surely die” (Bereishis 2:17).

Here it was truly liberated. It was free – in the full sense of the word. This
is some of the depth why the word charus, “engraved” can be read cheirus,
“freedom” to teach the lesson: “There is no one who is free (ben chorin) except
one who learns Torah.”6 Torah acceptance empowered man such that he was
“free” from all forces of evil – including freedom from the evil urge and angel
of death.7
Chur, whose name is related to ben chorin, the “free man” attained at the
Sinaitic Revelation, reflects a universe of immortality, of purity and holiness
free from sin,8 where the “letters” (soul) are engraved (the word charus also
related to the name Chur) upon the “tablets” (body).
All this was tragically turned on its head with the sin of the Golden Calf.9
Evil and impurity reasserted itself. Sin made its ugly reappearance in
the breakdown of man’s close relationship to G-d, also played out in the
divergence of body and soul. Corresponding to death, where the “soul” leaves
the “body”, so too, did the divinely engraved “letters” (soul) miraculously fly
out of the Tablets (body).10 Without the “letters” of Torah, the Tablets were
meaningless and smashed by Moshe. The “freedom” conferred by accepting
the Torah whereupon the soul’s spiritual nature was engraved upon, and one
with the body, also vanished.
Thus, the requisite step to the mixed multitude worship of the Golden
Calf and to revoke the “freedom” of Torah was an attack upon the persona
of Chur. They disputed the “freedom” synonymous with the utopian world.
Thus, Chur’s soul was wrenched from his body, just as the “letters” engraved
on the “tablets” would similarly depart its material backdrop.
And so, atonement and forgiveness only came upon the construction of an
alternative sanctuary wherein the Jewish nation would realign their national
“body” in concert with the “soul”.11 Indeed, the Mishkan was a “physical”
construction that radiated the “spiritual” Divine Presence within it. It was
a throwback to a sinless world. And the Sanctuary, as expertly crafted by
Betzalel, grandson of Chur, centered around the Tablets housed inside the
Ark.12
This recalls his grandfather’s legacy: aspirations for the soul and letters
of Torah to, once again, to be “engraved” (charus) into the body and minds of
the people; to recapture Chur’s dedication to recapture their cheirus, “freedom”
and status as ben chorin, “free people” in their commitment to a Torah life and
their atonement for the sin of the Golden Calf.
5
6
7
8
9

See our essay on Adam: In the Image of G-d
Pirkei Avos 6:2
See Shemos Rabbah 41:7
Ohr HaChaim, Shemos 31:2
There are several striking parallels between the sin of the Golden Calf and Adam’s primeval sin.
But with the original sin, Adam fatally slipped and became mortal. This fall from grace repeated
itself at the foot of the mount. The commentators relate how the Jewish people’s spiritual level at
Sinai re-attained the stature of Adam before his primeval sin. The impurity originally injected into
mankind dissipated; they became immortal and angelic in their spirituality.
10 Pesachim 87b. Moshe pleaded for the Children of Israel, as one organism, not to be discarded by
G-d for their spiritual Jewish “soul” to be sundered from their national “body”.
11 Ohr Gedalyhu, Ki Sisa and Parshas Parah
12 The Mishkan haEdos, “testimony of the Sanctuary” attests to their full atonement for the eigel
(Midrash Tanchuma, Pekudei 6). See also our essay on Betzalel: The Master Architect
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NISHMAS
YISROEL

A HEARTFELT DONATION

Rabbi Akiva Rosenblatt

The Jerusalem Kollel, headed by Harav Yitzchak Berkovits

Parshas Terumah commences with
the very first (and definitely most
successful) crowdfunding campaign
in history. Moshe Rabbeinu was
commanded by Hashem:
”“ויקחו לי תרומה מאת בני ישראל

“Take for me Terumah (donations) from the Bnei Yisrael”
However, there was one clause mentioned which most other
fundraisers conveniently exclude:
“”מאת כל איש אשר ידבנו לבו תקחו את תרומתי
From all men whose hearts are generous may you take the
Terumah”.
Moshe was allowed to take donations only from those who
would give wholeheartedly.
As a klal for serving Hashem, Chazal tell us  רחמנא ליבא בעי- that
in essence what Hashem wants from us is our hearts; not to simply
obey ritualistically or out of rote but to serve with genuine feeling
and sense of connection. Naturally, this is extremely important
in every area of life so why is it specifically here that the Torah
places such an emphasis on this? Why by Terumah, unlike every
other Mitzvah, is the intent an explicit precondition? Furthermore,
why was there a need to fundraise in the first place; does the allencompassing G-d, who created and owns all existence, really
need sponsors?
The Medrash in Bereishis Rabbah tells us:
“From the first day that Hashem created the world He yearned to
dwell with the creations in the world below… Once the Mishkan
was erected upon which Hashem rested the Shechina, Hashem said
“Let it be written that on this day the world was created”.”
It is apparent from this Midrash that when Hashem created
the universe, first and foremost He wanted to develop a real
relationship with its inhabitants. By definition, a relationship
cannot be forced; Hashem therefore waited until they chose
this for themselves. Consequently, it was not that Hashem was
waiting for His house to be built; on the contrary, it was up to
Klal Yisrael to (as it were) invite Him. Although we do not have
an understanding of what exactly the Shechina is, the fact that it
came down is a clear reference to the close connection between
Klal Yisrael and Hashem at that point in time.
However, it took time for this to happen.
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Even after Yetzias Mitzrayim and the incredible revelation
of Hashem to Klal Yisrael at Har Sinai, they were still able to
transgress with the Eigel Hazahav. How was this possible?
Rav Samson Raphael Hirsch explains that “[Klal Yisrael] had
not yet completely and clearly absorbed the Jewish conception
that man has free access directly to G-d, without the necessity of
any intermediary, and that the one and only necessary condition
is acting in obedience to the Will of G-d”. Although Klal Yisrael
had reached an exceptionally high madreiga there was still a
fundamental misconception that a direct connection to Hashem
was too remote. As far as they were concerned, Moshe was their
sole way of communicating with Hashem and in his absence they
had to choose another one.
Rashi is of the opinion that the Chet Ha’eigel in fact preceded
parshas Terumah. With this in mind the importance that the
Torah gives to Klal Yisrael’s wholehearted input into the mishkan
is readily understood. In reference to the Mishkan, Hashem says
 ושכנתי בתוכם- “and I will dwell in your midst”. The Mishkan was
a place where the Shechina was tangibly present; one would
experience it in its purest form and develop an unsurpassed
deveikus. As is clear from the first Midrash, Klal Yisrael first had
to appreciate this for themselves. So long as they still believed
that a direct relationship was not possible, Hashem was not going
to allow them to have it. The mishkan had to be built by a people
who truly believed in this concept and wanted it to happen.
“ ”מאת כל איש אשר ידבנו לבו תקחו את תרומתי- from a people whose
hearts truly want it shall you take the Terumah and thus build the
mishkan. With all other Mitzvos, if we choose to act out of rote, it’s
our loss; but with the building of the Mishkan it was fundamental
- if Klal Yisrael were to not understand the possibility of a direct
connection to Hashem then they were clearly not yet ready for it
to happen. Perhaps this is why when the Torah refers to it as a
mishkan ha’eidus, Rashi explains that it was an eidus that they
had been forgiven for the cheit ha’egel. The fact that Hashem
was ready to allow the Shechina to rest on the mishkan was the
greatest testimony that Klal Yisrael had finally understood this
concept.
Rav Chaim Shmulevitz zt”l explains that each and every
member of Klal Yisrael has the potential to be his very own
“mishkan” which carries the promise of ושכנתי בתוכם. However we
must never forget the importance of the  לב- Hashem is waiting
for a real invitation. As soon as we recognise that we need to take
that first step, our relationship with Hashem can only flourish.
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How was the place of the aron different to all the other vessels of the Mishkan?

THREE CROWNS

Rabbi Dr. Harvey Belovski
Rav, Golders Green Synagogue
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Shem Mishmuel (Exodus 25:1-27:19)
Rabbi Shimon said, “There are three crowns: the
crown of Torah, the crown of kehunah (priesthood),
and the crown of malchus (kingship). But the crown
of a good name is greater than them all.” (Avos 4:13)
Three of the four primary objects in the holiest part of the Beis HaMikdash had crowns,
that is, golden rims decorating them: the Ark of the Covenant, the Golden Table, and the
Golden Altar had rims, but the Menorah did not. The Ark, which contained the two tablets
given by Hashem to Moshe, obviously corresponds to the crown of Torah; the Golden
Altar, on which the kohanim offered the incense, corresponds to the crown of kehunah;
and the Golden Table, on which the special bread was placed, corresponds to the crown
of malchus. The Midrash (Bamidbar Rabbah 14:9) tells us that the Menorah, which had no
crown, corresponds to the crown of a good name. Let us investigate the meaning behind
all of this.

WHAT’S IN A CROWN?
The word used by the Torah for the decorative crowns on the sacred objects in
the Mishkan is zer. This word is closely related to the word nazir, designating a nazirite,
someone who dedicates his life to holy purposes by abstaining from wine and certain
other things for a designated period. The Torah teaches us that he must avoid contact
with corpses for:
...the nezer [crown] of Hashem is upon his head. (Bamidbar 6:7)
The crown of Hashem is upon his head - know that all humans serve earthly desires,
but the true king, who has the crown and diadem of malchus on his head, is one who is
free from earthly desires. (Ibn Ezra loc. cit.)
So it seems that the zer symbolizes raising oneself above the usual desires of humanity
and entering a holier and more spiritual realm. Just as a crown sits on the king’s head,
above his whole person, so too, the spiritual crown sets a person above the norms of the
physical world.
Each of the three vessels in the Mishkan, which represent the Torah, malchus,
and kehunah, indicates that there is a need to rise above the potentially harmful elements
inherent in each concept. Torah study, while clearly essential to Jewish life, carries the
possibility of arrogance. Indeed, excellence at Torah study can result in a false feeling
of superiority over one’s peers. The king must obviously be very careful not to overrate
himself and lord it over his subjects, for he is automatically showered with honor and
respect. The extra restrictions applicable to a king testify to the necessity for care in
this area. Similarly, the kohen commands a position of great respect in the community,
whose atonement, Torah study, and many other factors depend on him. This position
can be abused to the spurious advantage of the unscrupulous; great care is needed to
avoid this. So each of these three great gifts to klal Yisrael - Torah, malchus, and kehunah need special attention to ensure that they are used only for holy rather than self-seeking
purposes. The crowns on the Ark, Table, and Altar represent this constant need.
However, the Menorah, which represents the good name attainable by every member
of klal Yisrael, has no rim. The brightly burning lamps of the Menorah shine forth with
the glow of G-dly light, which can be received and internalized by all who seek it. There is
no potential bad associated with this pure Divine influence, only good for those who are
prepared for it. Thus the Menorah, alone among the vessels in the Beis HaMikdash, has
no golden rim.

SHABBOS AND SHALOSH REGALIM
This analysis gives us a fascinating insight into the nature of the yamim tovim visa-vis the weekly Shabbos. Each of the shalosh regalim, the three major Festivals, can
be linked to one of the crowns we mentioned above. Pesach was the moment when klal
Yisrael became a royal nation, fit for special treatment by Hashem. This corresponds
to the crown of malchus. Shavuos, when the Torah was given to klal Yisrael, obviously
corresponds to the crown of Torah. Finally, Sukkos corresponds to the crown of kehunah,
for Sukkos and Aharon, the founding father of the priesthood and the quintessential kohen,
are intimately linked.

Each of these three festivals has the inherent danger we discussed earlier. As such,
extra care must be taken at these times to avoid misusing their great spiritual potential for
selfish uses. Indeed, each of the shalosh regalim has an element of judgment associated
with it, which reflects the fact that one's service of Hashem is under scrutiny at these
times:
At four junctures of the year the world is judged: on Pesach for the grain, on Shavuos
for the fruit, on Sukkos for the water... (Mishnah, Rosh HaShanah 1:2)
This element of judgment, however, is not present on Shabbos. This is analogous to
the Menorah, which has no golden rim. According to the philosophy of the Arizal, there is
no potential for abuse present in the atmosphere which prevails on Shabbos; everything
can be used for spiritual progress on that day.

MISHKAN AND BEIS HAMIKDASH
We can now understand another, related issue. The portable Mishkan, the construction
of which is detailed in this parsha, was replaced by the Beis HaMikdash, which was
a permanent structure. Although it was many years after klal Yisrael entered Eretz
Yisrael before the Mishkan fell into disuse, it was clear from the outset that the Mishkan had
a limited life and would one day become defunct.
My holy father (the Avnei Nezer) noted that the very names of these sacred structures
reveal the difference in their essence. Mishkan means "dwelling place," indicating that
this was essentially a place where the Divine was manifest. Mikdash, on the other hand,
means “holy place,” for the Beis HaMikdash was primarily a place of exceptional sanctity,
qualitatively different from anywhere else on earth. It is important to note that these names
were not absolute, but were somewhat interchangeable. The Mishkan was also referred to
as a mikdash and the Mikdash was referred to as a mishkan. It is the primary focus that
the main name describes.
In the wilderness, klal Yisrael lived on a miraculous plane - they ate the mon, an
angelic food which produced absolutely no waste, drank water from the well of Miriam,
and lived in the presence of the Divine pillars of cloud and fire. In these circumstances,
they already experienced life beyond the norm and did not need their centre of worship
to be anything other than a focus for Hashem’s presence. Thus their Mishkan was just
that - a place where Hashem was manifest. This was analogous to the Menorah, which
had no rim, symbolizing the absolute lack of distractions and spiritual dangers. Since they
lived such miraculous lives, their Mishkan was automatically a mikdash - a place which
was different from any other.
Once klal Yisrael entered the land, all of these miracles stopped. They worked the land
and lived more normal lives. Of necessity, they became involved with the physical world
and were therefore at some risk of falling into materialistic lifestyles. They thus needed
a place of religious focus which was different and separated from normal physical life, to
remind them that successful Jewish life takes place beyond the material. So they required
a mikdash, a place of exceptional holiness, which enabled a primarily agricultural nation
to fulfil their spiritual potential. It would then automatically be a mishkan. This concern for
the dangers inherent in the more worldly lifestyle of the post-desert generations is similar
to the necessity for the golden rim on the three vessels in the Beis HaMikdash, for they
remind us to use our powers for G-dly, rather than self-oriented, pursuits.
But despite the apparent preference for the desert lifestyle, we can see that the reality
of Eretz Yisrael and the vicissitudes of life within it are actually superior. It is clear that one
can make matzah only from grains that could, if left for too long, become chametz. This
underscores the concept that the greatest kedushah, holiness, is achieved in the arena
where there is danger, but it is overcome and utilized for Hashemliness.
As such, the Eretz Yisraellifestyle is the ideal one, despite the potential
dangers inherent within it. This means that the Beis HaMikdash was
the greatest expression of klal Yisrael’s spirituality. Thus, when they
entered the land, they worked toward the day when they would build
a mikdash to replace the Mishkan, which had only a temporary role
to play.
Excerpted from Shem MiShmuel by the Sochatchover Rebbe,
rendered into English by Rabbi Zvi Belovski, published by Targum
Press
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5. How many badim, staves, did the aron have?
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MY WEEKLY HALACHIC QUESTION

Rabbi Avi Wiesenfeld

Rosh Kollel, Yerushalayim and Rav at Kav Halachah Beis Horaah

Eating on the Go [Part 2]
Last week, we started learning about changing one’s location whilst eating,
and we described the differences in foods as to which would be subject to these
halachos, now let’s concentrate on what exactly is the definition of a change in
location that would require one to make another beracha upon changing?
What is considered a change of location?

Q. Are all location changes included in these halachos (i.e., wherever
one goes while eating, he must recite a new beracha)?
A. Not every place is included in these halachos. The halachos of shinuy
makom apply only when he moves to a place that indicates that he has ended
his eating session. There are four types of change of location:

FROM CORNER TO CORNER
Moving from one place in a room to another place in the same room – even
if one cannot see the original place where he ate – is not considered a shinuy
makom. One may move from one side a room to the other with no reservations
and continue eating without a new beracha rishonah.1

FROM HOUSE TO HOUSE
Changing location from one house to another is considered a shinuy
makom. Therefore, one who starts eating in one house and then goes to a
different house must recite a new beracha rishonah there.
Included in this category is walking from a house to the street. Therefore,
even if one does not go to another house, the very fact that he walks into the
street is enough to lose his original beracha rishonah.

Q. Does it help if he can see his original location from the new
location?
A. According to many poskim it helps even if one can see only part of
the original place where he ate, and it is not considered a shinuy makom.2
However, the Mishnah Brurah says that one should preferably not rely on this
opinion.
Therefore, one who is eating should not go to a different house or walk into
the street even when he can see his original place, and even if he will return
immediately and continue eating. If one does leave his place, however, he
does not recite a beracha rishonah, even if he is eating a food that is subject to
shinuy makom (e.g., drinks, fruit).3

Q. If, before starting to eat, one had intention to go from house to
house, does he still need to recite a new beracha?
A. Having intention to change location does not exempt one from the
requirement to recite a new beracha.4 The exception to this is one who is
eating a bread meal; if he had intention, before he started to eat, to change his
location, he may change his location and finish the meal in the second place
without a new beracha.
1
2
3
4
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FROM ROOM TO ROOM
Moving from room to room is considered a shinuy makom. Nevertheless,
the poskim disagree about the precise definition of a “room”. Consequently,
one should not move from one room to any other room while eating. If he does
move, he does not recite a new beracha.5

Q. If, before starting to eat, one had intention to go from room to room,
does he still need to recite a new beracha?
A. He may move from room to room with no reservations (l’chatchilah).6
Preferably, one should have this intent in mind while he makes the beracha,
but it helps even if he had it mind before making the beracha.7

Q. If one did not have intent to leave the room, may he go to another
room that is within sight of the original location?
A. Yes.8

OPEN AREA
Whether one must recite a new beracha when upon moving to a new
location within an open area (e.g., a park, zoo, street) depends on whether it
is enclosed with a fence/gate or not.

ÂÂ Enclosed Area
If the area in which one is eating is enclosed with a wall or a fence, e.g.,
a large park, the entire area is considered like one room. Thus, moving from
area to area within the enclosure is like moving from corner to corner within
a large hall and is permitted. This is true even if one cannot see his original
eating place from his new location.9
Nevertheless, if an area is too large to be considered one area (for example
a theme park or safari) even if it is surrounded by a wall, it is not considered
“enclosed” with regard to these halachos. Moving from place to place in such
an area will be like changing location in a non-enclosed area.10

ÂÂ Non-Enclosed Area
If he can see his original location, it is not considered a shinuy makom
and no new beracha is required. Moreover, he may change his location even
l’chatchilah.
If he cannot see his original location, it is considered a shinuy makom and
a new beracha is required.
Accordingly, if one is eating an apple or having a drink on a bench in the
street or in an open park, he should be careful not to leave his place if he
wishes to continue eating in a different location, since doing so may require
him to make a new beracha (depending on where he goes).
5
6
7
8
9
10

Mogen Avraham 164:1, Mishnah Berurah in the introduction to siman 178.
Mogen Avraham 25, pri megadim siman 178:2, graz 1, chayei adam 59:6.
Since it is a safek beracha. Mishna Berurah 273:7.
Mishnah Berurah 178:37, Graz 1.

See Beiur halacha “Hamotzoi”.
One need not specifically have intention in the second room, and it is sufficient that one knew he
would go there in the middle of the meal.
Rav Chaim Kanievsky shlita in sefer she’elos rav chelek 2.
Mishna Berurah 12.
Mogen Avraham 9, Mishnah Berurah 25.
Heard from Rav Azriel Aurbach shlita.
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6. The badim, staves, of the aron needed to remain there permanently. What did they do
to ensure this?
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Rabbi Yehonasan Gefen
Rabbi for Keter HaTorah

Rash brings the Midrash Tanchuma to
explain the Torah’s language that the Menorah
“shall be made”, as opposed to; “you shall
make” the Menorah. The Midrash tells us
further that Moshe could not visualise how the
Menorah should appear, so Hashem showed
him a Menorah of fire. Even then, after exerting
great effort to make it, Moshe was still unable
to do so. Therefore, Hashem instructed him to
throw the gold into the fire and the complete
Menorah emerged. The Sfas Emes asks that if
the Menorah was destined to be made by itself,
what then was the purpose of showing Moshe
the image of the Menorah – even then he was
unable to make it!
He answers that this teaches us a fundamental
principle in Torah thought: Even though man
has free will to make decisions as to follow G-d’s
will or not, he does not have the actual ability
to carry out the instructions unless Hashem
enables him to do so. For example, someone
may decide to give tzadaka, but any number of
obstacles may prevent him from actually doing
so. On an even more basic level, most Mitzvos
requires physical actions of some kind, and
man can only perform these actions if Hashem
enables him to. What then does Hashem require
of man? Only that he make the effort to perform
the mitzvos. Even if he is unable to complete

them then he has done what is required of him.
But, the Sfas Emes says, if he does make the
effort with all his strength, then he will receive
the siyata dishmaya (Heavenly assistance) to
actually complete the mitzva.
This is what happened with Moshe and
the Menorah – Hashem didn’t expect him to
actually complete its construction, but He
showed Moshe an image of the Menorah so
that he would make an effort to build it. As a
reward for his efforts, Hashem completed the
task.
Rav Chaim Shmuelevitz zt”l writes about
a number of characters in the Torah who
exemplified a belief in the idea that if a person
makes the effort to perform Hashem’s will then
he will receive incredible Divine assistance to
achieve superhuman results. One example of
this is the story of Basya bas Pharaoh saving
the young Moshe from the river. One of the less
discussed questions about this story is why
Basya even tried putting her hand out to draw
Moshe out, when it was physically impossible
to reach him. The answer is that she recognised
the need to make the effort even though there
was no logical way that that effort would be
fulfilled. Yet, because she made the effort,
Hashem performed a miracle by lengthening
her arm, that enabled her to succeed.
We have seen from the example of Moshe
Rabbeinu and the Menorah how Hashem only
requires that we try to do His will, and if we do
so with sincerity then He will complete the task
for us. A recent dramatic example of this idea
was seen at the Dirshu siyum HaShas. 200
men learnt the whole of Shas and were tested
on everything that they had learnt. Many of
them said that when they began they did not
think that they could pass the tests on even one
Masechta, but somehow they succeeded and
kept going, until they achieved this incredible
accomplishment. May we all merit to emulate
them in our own Avodas Hashem.
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1
The
aron
holds the luchos and
represents the Keser
Torah. We learn from
here that in order
to learn Torah one
must view himself as
half. This means that
a person must feel
incomplete both in
the need to be humble
and also in viewing
the Torah as infinite
and
therefore
no
matter how much you
learn you are never
fully complete.

ANSWERS

Shemos, 25:31: “You shall
make a Menorah of pure
gold, hammered out shall the
Menorah be made…”
Rashi, 25:31: sv. Shall the
Menorah be made: By itself;
because Moshe found it
difficult [to make it], HaKadosh
Baruch Hu told him, ‘throw the
gold into the fire and it will be
made by itself.”

2
The Gemara
Bava Basra (14b)
brings that inside
the aron there was the second
unbroken luchos; the Sefer
Torah that was written by
Moshe (all rolled around one
stick); the Shem HaKodesh and
all seventy Names (Rabbeinu
Gershom ibid).
3 One kruv represented Hashem
and the second one represented
the Jews. These reflected the
relationship between the Jews.
When the Jews did not sin,
the keruvim faced each other
representing unity. However, if
they sinned then the keruvim
would turn away from each
other, reflecting distancing
from each other.
4 The Gemara in Megilla (10b)
that there is a tradition that the
place of the aron did not take
up any physical place! Rashi
(ibid) explains that even though
the aron should have stretched
across the whole allotted area
there was still space all around
it!
5 Rashi learns that it had two
staves.
However,
Tosfos
(Yuma 72a) holds that it had
four badim, of these two
permanently remained attached
while the other two were added
when travelling (like by the
other vessels).
6 The Gemara (Yuma 72a) brings
that they made the outer ends
of the badim thicker and forced
one end into the rings. The
inner part was thinner enabling
some movement whilst the
thicker outer ends ensured that
they did not fall out the rings.

Riddle Answer

Yerios  	
Efrat

Parshas Terumah (26:1)
Rashi in Parshas Mishpatim
(24:14) D.H. Chur
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